TeacherWallet Benefits

**Teachers**
- Choice to shop online and/or purchase local and submit for reimbursement
- Balance reminders, helping teachers take full advantage of available funds
- Timely reimbursement, no delays for payment processing
- ACH payments for reimbursements ensuring that payment isn’t taxed as income
- Empowers flexibility to get what you need, when you need it

**Central Office/School Secretary**
- Full tracking and documentation of every transaction
- Automated reconciliation for every purchase
- Digital receipt capture for reimbursements and SKU level data for any online purchases
- Automated payment processing, reducing the number of checks
- Reduction in processing time associated with purchase requisitions/purchase orders

**Community**
- Confidence that oversight controls are in place where tax dollars are being spent for their intended purpose/function
- Ensures that teachers are spending time where it counts the most – in the classroom
- Provides a platform to cultivate a positive work culture for all involved teachers, administration and students